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AMIA’s Digital Asset Symposium (DAS) brings together speakers and case studies 
from a broad range of industries and disciplines at the corner where theory and 
the real world meet.  Constantly evolving technology allows new content and new 
workflows that demand new solutions to access, rights management, and 
preservation issues. Everyone is dealing with similar challenges and we can learn 
from each other, but only if we’re in the same place. DAS is the place where those 
conversations happen. 

 

“DAS is a unique international event that brings together an unparalleled cross-
section of domain experts in a pragmatic, engaging and educational format to 
discuss the most current challenges and breakthroughs in managing digital 
assets today. I am extremely excited about witnessing the cross-pollination and 
convergence of ideas that will emerge from the amazing lineup of speakers and 
presentations we pulled together for this DAS.” - Chris Lacinak, DAS New York 
program chair 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The DAS Program 
In the past year, DAS programs have included a variety of speakers and case studies, 
including:  John Downey, NextGen Storage; Erik Kaltman, UC Santa Cruz; Bev Kite, Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences; Wayne Metcalf, Family Search;  Dave Roberts, 
International Association of Chiefs of Police; Walter Breuhs, FBI; Ben Fin-Radin, MoMA ; 
Tracey Shaw, WWE; Sayeed Chouchury, Johns Hopkins University; and others. 
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For Sponsorship Information 
Contact Laura Rooney      .      323.463.1500   .     lrooney@amianet.org  
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